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Vicar’s View
I hope you had a good 4th.
Here’s an alleluia: In-person worship is again possible for many. We will begin with joy (and
caution) on July 11th. Being together will be a great boost. And yet, we have been together on
Zoom all this while and I’m grateful that we have it.
Some wonderful things will be included. Those who are vaccinated, fully with the two week
wait after the last shot, will be free to be in person almost as before. We will sing, share the
peace, sit where we wish and with whom we wish without social distancing. And the ushers
will save the marked, designated seats in the back half of the nave for those who are not
vaccinated. Their participation (masked, distanced, etc.) will be more cautious, but we’ll be
able to be present in the flesh. Alleluia!

All are free to wear masks whenever not feeling well, or for any other reason. Some are just
more vulnerable to illness. I hear there wasn’t much flu last year.
In order to keep us all together, knowing that some of the faithful will be more comfortable on
Zoom and that we will always be able to reach those who can’t physically attend, Zoom will
continue, so worship from now on will be Hybrid in the sense that it will be simultaneously on
Zoom and in-person. Zoomers (if you’ll forgive me the term) will be visible in the nave on a
large TV (unless, of course, they turn their cameras off), and what is happening in the building
will be visible to them, so we will continue to worship together, one congregation.
We owe a debt of thanks to one another, as usual, specifically to the ushers, the camera
people, the Zoom hosts, as well as the Altar Guild, the LEMs and lectors and all.
I’m sure we will have some glitches as we begin, but by and large this is going to work well.
Almost every church is finding that congregational life is slowly returning to – well – not normal,
but to a new normal. Some have extended worship to Youtube or Facebook, some to Zoom, all
experience that their members are returning slowly to in-person, cautiously. Bible studies,
book groups, catechism, Vestry meetings, prayer groups and such are meeting on-line and will
probably continue as hybrid with some in a room together and some on-line. (We at POP are,
by the way, now well equipped for this.) One great advantage is that people who could not
participate B.P. (Before Pandemic) can now, whether shut-in, immune compromised, away
temporarily, or at too great a distance to be able to commute easily.
As in-person worship resumes we will think and learn – this is new to us all – about how to be
one congregation while hybrid. Lots of ideas will be shared by participants (I’m requesting this)
so that we make it as natural as possible. Those in the building together will see a TV by the
unused organ and a person there to operate the two cameras that will be seen on Zoom,
showing the front of the church in various ways. Consider it another pew, because what we’ll
see in worship is the gallery of folks on Zoom. And maybe one of them will read a lesson or
make an announcement. I think after a week or so it will all seem quite natural. Any oddness
will be tempered with delight that we can be together.
I’m looking forward to all of this. Ready? Set? Alleluia!

Faithfully,

PRINCE OF PEACE EPISCOPAL CHURCH Re-Engagement Plan PROPOSAL FOR BAC
JUNE 2, 2021

Here is what we have considered and used to determine an appropriate opening:







· Do no harm
· Be safe
· Love each other as God instructed us
· We recognize that our congregation is a high-risk group and one of BAC’s main tasks
in re-opening is to be conservative in our assessment of when we should open our
doors.
· We recognize that with resurgence or other change in circumstances, we will need to
be flexible in adapting our approach to meet the circumstances and keep our
congregation safe.
Considerations for moving between phases:
o
o

· We will comply with the Bishop’s directives, instructions and guidance
· We will comply with the Governor’s Executive Orders and any limitations which
may be imposed
by Polk County or City of Salem

o

· The Vicar, in consultation with the BAC, will determine whether it is appropriate
to move from one phase to another. Assuming that the Bishop and secular
authorities will allow changes in practice, the Vicar will look at the following
factors in making a determination:
o Case trends in both Marion County and Polk County o Views, needs and risk
tolerance of the congregation

***Note: the whole thing is here, but you may skip to phase 3 because that is
where we are now***
Phase 1/Fully Remote
Keep and maintain physical distance and worship via online mode only. Consider
expanding the nature and type of virtual engagement opportunities provided.

Phase 2/Limited Re-Engagement
Physical worship within the church
A. Service will require:
1. Congregants must make a reservation no later than Thursday via e-mail. A limited n
number shall be allowed in, the remainder of reservation will roll over to the next week
service, and they will have first priority.
2. Congregants must be checked off when they arrive to assist with contact tracing.
3. Face coverings are required at all times.
4. Enter only allowed by one entrance, and exit by another entrance in order to minimize
contact.
5. Sit only where directed by the usher which will be marked in the pews. Families will be
seated together and need not maintain six foot distance from one another.
6. Paper copies of the service will be provided for one-time use. In the alternative, Prince of
Peace may rely on the prayer book in which case congregants who have their own
prayer books must bring them. Prince of Peace may issue prayer books to congregants
on an extended loan basis, if they do possess their own copies.
7. The celebrant will remain behind a Plexiglas shield throughout the service, including
Gospel reading and sermon.
8. Eucharist will be offered only in one kind with Plexiglas between clergy and congregant.
Only one person will receive communion at a time and congregants shall maintain
physical distance requirements while in the communion line.
9. Passing of the peace will be made without leaving the assigned seat location, by
responding verbally to the “Peace by with you” from the celebrant.
10. No hugs, handshakes, elbow bumps or other contact to be made with anyone at any
time. Six foot distance to be maintained at all times.
11. There will be no singing.
12. There will be an instrumental prelude, offertory and postlude.
13. There will be no coffee hour and no socializing in the narthex.
14. When using the bathrooms, only one person at the time. Upon leaving sanitize the areas
one has used, including seat, flush handle, lock and handle of door of cubical, and sink
handles of hot and cold water, then deposit the wipe in the trash can provided.
15. Plate offering will be in the back of the church for contributions made on the way in or
out of church.

B. The church will be prepared by:
1. Placing signage by the entrance stating what the requirements (guidelines) are to
participate physically in church
2. Removing all prayer books and hymnals
3. Marking seating with carpenters tape or equivalent
4. Marking entrance and exit paths on the floors; mark 6 foot distances for communion line
5. Mark kitchen door “do not enter”
6. Sanitizing pews and pew backs before and after service
7. Providing hand sanitizer in each pew
8. Training ushers to open the doors of the church and maintain them open for the length of
the service.
9. Training ushers how to respond to people arriving for church without a reservation, to
people who have forgotten their face masks at home, and to people who do not comply
with face mask and physical distancing requirements
10. Developing a written plan to sanitize the church and general areas before and after
services, to include pews, all internal/external door handles, doors between narthex and
restrooms, restrooms, and the narthex.
11. Setting up on a rotation a set of congregation members to assist the ushers with
cleaning and sanitizing the general areas before and after services.
12. Maintaining and replenishing supplies of hand sanitizer, sanitizer wipes for each pew
and for each bathrooms and one in the narthex, open trash cans for each of the
bathrooms and by the entrance to the worship area and by the front doors in the
Narthex, and face covering to offer to those that do not have them.
Outside worship
Outside worship shall maintain all of the requirements listed in the indoor procedures, except
that the number of congregants may be increased based on the size of the available outdoor
worship space and the recommendations of the Oregon Health Authority regarding safe
physical proximity outside. Face coverings shall be worn at all times throughout the service
except when the Eucharist is received. Congregants must bring their own chairs to outside
worship.
Phase 3/Interim
Advance sign-up for services is required while our capacity is restricted. Please call the office by
Thursday noon. If capacity is exceeded, those remaining on the waiting list will receive first
priority for the next indoor service.
Per State & County assignment of risk level to Marion and Polk Counties we must meet the
following: Extreme risk: 25% occupancy indoors (about 30), service one hour limit.
High risk: 25% occupancy indoors, same as above.
Moderate risk: 50% capacity indoors (about 60), service one hour limit.
Low risk: 75% capacity indoors (about 90)
Unvaccinated people: Must wear tight-fitting masks (available) and keep social distance, avoid
any touching, and refrain from singing. (This is also good protocol for anyone who is feeling ill,
and, of course, for those with compromised immune response.) Those who do not want to be

vaccinated for themselves might consider that vaccinations help to protect everyone, and the
lives that are lost or saved may not be your own. Pews will be reserved to allow social
distancing of 6 feet outside family groups.
Vaccinated people: Need no masks, no social distance, and may sing; and even (as they and
the other person are comfortable) touch to share the Peace of Christ.
Outdoor Worship - 100 person limit at all risk levels, no masks are required.
Gatherings: e.g. coffee hour, outside only, no masks required. Length of time indoors increases
exposure.
Arrival for worship: Please enter through the Narthex. Name and Phone # on sign-in sheet. This
is strictly a record kept for county contact tracing should it become necessary..
“Hybrid” worship. In-person services will continue to be on Zoom so that those who cannot
attend in person can participate and take their assigned parts.
Cleaning: Ordinary hygenic cleaning and food preparation is OK. Special cleaning and wiping
down of surfaces between services is no longer required.
Ventilation: All meetings indoors will, for the present, keep doors cracked and windows open,
and use the exhaust fan, set on low, in the Parish Hall. This is because we do not have forced
air in the building. This will be a little drafty so dress accordingly.
Parish Hall: Meetings may resume in the Parish Hall, with a limit of 15 at High risk and above,
and at 30 in attendance when Marion and Polk are designated Moderate Risk. Room must be
left for distancing for the unvaccinated. Masking and distancing are required for those who are
unvaccinated or feeling ill. Windows and doors must be opened for now. The exhaust fan may
be used.
Outside groups, may resume meetings with the above expectations and attendance numbers.
Phase 4/Fully Restored
In-person worship, more or less as previously (although long term changes to practice may be
required by the Bishop). New visitors must be asked to sign the registry giving their name and
contact information to assist with contact tracing, should it become necessary. Continue to offer
service virtually (on-line, either streaming or recorded) to support worship needs for individuals
with health and mobility challenges.

Profile Committee making steady progress
You haven't heard from the profile committee for a while, so I wanted to check in and let you know
where we are. As you know, our initial focus was on gathering information. In addition to the survey and
focus groups, we have combed through years of minutes and annual reports and studied Prince of
Peace’s strategic plan and bylaws. We’ve also contacted individuals and groups when we had questions.
As we analyze the information that we have, we’ve also created an outline of what we want the profile
to include. We now are in process of actually writing the profile. We continue to meet weekly by Zoom.
Once we finish writing the profile, it will need to be edited and formatted with photos. After that it will
be submitted to the BAC and the Bishop’s Office for approval and then it will be shared with the
congregation before it is made public. We appreciate your continued prayers and patience!
Barb Ross, Chair

What else is happening at Prince of Peace??
BAC summary:
Susan Laude, from St. Mark’s of Medford will be leading us in Mutual Ministry Review.
The re-opening plan has been approved. See above.
Bill explained the history Prince of Peace has had supporting Health Care for All Oregonians and
noted that he is a voting delegate to the organization. The BAC approved a motion to continue
the $100 per year support
The Cell Tower agreement extension was approved with the current terms.
The closet where we store the electronic equipment has gotten a new deadbolt lock for
security. Thanks to Ray for installation.
The BAC has a new ad hoc committee: Committee for Communication for the Web and Zoom.
The purpose is to design permissions and process for how things get put on. Fr. Steven, Susan,
Rachel, and Barb will serve.
Executive session: review and adoption of the draft of personnel policies and job descriptions.
Next meeting July 7
And check the web page for a copy of the full minutes.

Bulletin Board
As our CHURCH members are able to return to actual physical presence within the physical
walls of our place of worship & gathering I want you to know about a place of communication
that is waiting for notice.
The Bulletin Board behind the Narthex/Welcome Table has many sections waiting for the
several groups of people to share their news. I believe there are enough for every group to
claim one & use it to let all that enter. Hoping each group will add their information, contact
phone #, to let any old timer or new friend feel they can ask about us.
Who They Are, What they are doing, needing, wanting? Etc. My hope is that we make each
space eye catching with pictures, announcements of things done, what’s coming soon, etc..
Perhaps updated at least quarterly, or more often if needed.
FYI: This was done last June, after being asked to freshen things up in anticipation of
regathering.
I plan to finish out the other board on the side wall with more permanent information.
Pictures of the BAC members, Prince of Peace mission information, Believe Out Loud. Again,
eye appeal, larger print, information & pleasant to all.
Questions or concerns about any of this visual Communication Opportunity,
Call me: Sue Rembert, (906)-450-0544

Book Groups Opportunities!!!

Dear Friends in Christ,
. . . Here is the proposal: A group of us at St. Paul's have taken a look at Stephanie Spellers'
new book, The Church Cracked Open, and are interested in creating space for conversation
about it. But then someone had the great idea that hey, maybe this is something the three
Episcopal parishes in Salem could work on together!
We are looking at three Saturdays in July, 7/10 (@ St. Paul's), 17 (@Prince of Peace), and 24,
most likely in the morning. . . we are neither expecting nor requiring that everyone commit to
all three Saturdays. This is a purely invitational event, and you are warmly welcomed to
participate (or not) at the level your interest and schedule permits.

There is a study guide with the book, but I don't think we're intending a very formal program,
we really would like to get together and talk. (And, we really want to do this in-person, we
think that's valuable and important, and will honor and maintain whatever health protocols
are required/recommended and in place locally at the time.) Perhaps also each hosting parish
would take turns facilitating the conversation for a week. We're hoping for a mostly lay-led
program. It wouldn't require anything more than 1) reading the book; 2) coming up with
questions to prompt conversation. (Good skills and comfort facilitating difficult subjects is
recommended, and St. Paul's will come up with a covenant statement for engagement.) We
are not imagining this will be a "large" group event, and that's okay, too.
If you are interested in participating and/or working with me to coordinate and plan, I shall
be delighted to hear from you. . .
You are invited to attend, and you may also forward this invitation to people in your parish
you think would likely be interested.
Blessings, all around! Stay safe, stay cool, keep the faith!
Fr. Andy
The Rev. Andy McQuery
(503) 362-3661 x 304
Associate Rector,St. Paul's Episcopal Church
fatherandy@stpaulsoregon.org
Summer Book Group for Peace Lutheran and Prince of Peace Episcopal
Peace Lutheran has invited us to join a book group this summer meeting 3 Wednesday evenings
(June 30, July 28, and August 25) at 7:00 on Zoom. The book is Caste: the Origins of our
Discontent by Isabel Wilkerson. Amazon provides a summary: “In this brilliant book, Wilkerson
gives us a masterful portrait of an unseen phenomenon in America as she explores through an
immersive, deeply-researched narrative and stories about real people, how America today and
throughout its history, has been shaped by a hidden caste system, a rigid hierarchy of human
rankings.
If you want to participate, let Rachel or the office know and she will pass along your
information to Pastor Joe who will send out the Zoom link.

Prince of Peace Book Group:
Hi to all Prince of Peace & friends from the Book Group.
We are unique in that we don’t read before we meet, we read together. Share what is in our
hearts as we feel called to. Our discussions sometimes take unusual turns, but we love learning
from each other.

That said, we would like to let you know we are taking a break for a couple weeks, but want all
to know they are welcome to join us at our next or any gathering.
We will meet July 15 at noon, bringing our own nourishment, & will be finishing our take on
“Searching for Sunday”. Also, will be sharing ideas for the next topic/book. Anyone that has
considered participating can come & also help to choose the book for fall. Our actual start up is
usually the Thurs. after Labor Day

Prayer Shawl Group: We meet every two weeks usually the first and third Fridays of the month
from 7-8:15. Currently in formation so looking for those who would benefit from this ministry.
Currently considering the Linus Project and Rahab’s Sisters. To get the Zoom link, contact the
office. Also, accepting donations of yarn.

Part of the strength of this congregation is our care for each other. Please help us continue to do
this by letting the church office know when you are ill, hospitalized, or otherwise in need of
prayer or visitation. Call the office at 503-585-1479.
--KEEP IN YOUR PRAYERS:
All those on the prayer list, especially the families of Cindy Nielsen and
Gin Sawin.

So…
We need your items! Please look around your house (and ask your friends) for gently used
clothes or household goods or jewelry. We can’t take
ANY FURNITURE, but we’d love your objects d’art, your clothes you don’t want (or fit) anymore,
your Christmas gifts from Aunt Bessie that you never found a place for…books, puzzles,
(working) electrical appliances.

